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For this series, I was given a topic of surrealism and was instantly brought back 
to when I was younger learning about mythology. People believed these gods roamed 
the earth and each oversaw certain aspects of life. This is where my idea of having 
each photograph represent a different god or goddess came from. I wanted each piece 
to have a different model as well to help distinguish between them and began to 
research different mythological figures and thought through people that I knew who 
would be able to help bring these gods to life. Artemis is the goddess of the night which 
is where I came up with the idea to use a moon and make it seem as though she were 
holding it in her hand. Working with shutter speed and adjusting my white balance to 
help create a cooler tone, I was able to achieve a photograph that I believe captured the 
essence of this goddess. Moving onto Dionysus, the god of wine, I wanted to do 
something a little different and move into warmer tones to help create this party feel. 
Using warmer white balance and then positioning my camera in a way so the wine glass 
was closer and almost became the head of the deity, I was able to capture the image I 
ended up using for this god. Finally, for Poseidon, I wanted to experiment once again 
with a whole new way on photographing this god. Using a prism which I angled towards 
my camera and my model, I was able to achieve an effect that made it seem as though 
this god was watching the viewer through the ocean waves.  

Some strengths of these pieces would have to be the use of white balance. I 
really attempted to mess with the settings on my camera to create these warmer and 
cooler tones as they were being shot. I also believe my compositions could be 
considered a strength as well seeing as each photograph has a uniqueness to it that is 
unlike the others. For example, the one of Poseidon has a prism using reflections while 
the one of Artemis uses floating objects and the one of Dionysus dives into positioning 
of the camera and making objects seem bigger than they are. For my weaknesses, I 
believe that I could have used a little more in each photograph to help show which god 
is which such as more props and maybe even hinting more with clothing. I also think the 
central feel of my photographs could be considered a weakness as well because there 
is a slight lack of variation in how the composition is set up.   
 As a kid I would always read the Percy Jackson books which had to deal with a 
lot of mythology. Reading these books made me want to look more into mythology as a 
kid and since then I have learned so much that it is almost crazy to really think about 
how much I know. This love for mythology made me look towards past art works in 
history geared towards mythological elements. For example, The Birth of Venus by 
Sandro Botticelli is one artwork and artist I looked to as well as other Roman and Greek 
artists who all depicted the way they believed certain gods and goddesses would look 
like if we were to see them in person. Seeing all these paintings and having stored them 
in my memory is partially what made me think of mythology so fast when I was given 
the assignment of surrealism while also helping me develop my own idea as to what 
these gods and goddesses look like. These photographs hold a special place in my 
heart because they symbolize my childhood passions. 
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